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Security Vulnerabilities – AMD silicon
Phoenix is an industry leader for providing secure
UEFI firmware solutions to computing device
manufacturers. Phoenix works closely with
semiconductor chip manufacturers and operating
system vendors, including Intel, AMD, and
Microsoft, to help provide the most secure firmware
available for computing devices.
On March 13, 2018, security researchers from CTS
Labs publicly disclosed vulnerabilities discovered in
certain AMD silicon, named MASTERKEY,
RYZENFALL, FALLOUT, and CHIMERA.
Phoenix’s UEFI firmware is not vulnerable to these
attacks. Rather, attackers can take advantage of
current designs in the AMD silicon to circumvent
certain security controls and inject malware.
AMD has completed an assessment of the threats
and provided a response regarding potential impacts
and mitigation plans as stated on AMD’s corporate
community blog. In short, AMD has determined that
exploiting
these
vulnerabilities
requires
“administrative access to the system”, and that this
level of access would provide an attacker with “a
wide range of attacks … well beyond the exploits
identified” by CTS Labs. Nevertheless, the impact
of a successful attack is a concern.

These vulnerabilities can be mitigated with a patch
through a UEFI firmware update. Phoenix is
working closely with AMD to deliver the relevant
updates to our valued customers and authorized
distributors as they are made available to us. For
devices that include Phoenix’s UEFI firmware,
please apply updates immediately once the patch is
available. For end users, Phoenix recommends
applying all firmware updates provided by your
computing device manufacturer.
While no software can be guaranteed to be issue
free, Phoenix makes every effort to monitor and
discover emerging computing device security
vulnerabilities and work with industry partners to
quickly deliver solutions to help keep computing
devices secure.
If you have any questions, please contact Phoenix
using our secure reporting webpage located at
https://www.phoenix.com/security/index.html.

